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f\bstract-Sea SUl-t'ace salinity Cllll be measured by microwave
radiometry at L-band (1400-1427 MHz), This frequency is a
compromise between sensitivity to the salillity, small atmospheI"ic
perturbation, and reasonable pixel resolution, The description
of the ocean emission depends on two main factors: 1) the sea
water permittivity, which is a function of sali nity, temperature,
and frequency, and 2) the sea surface state, which depends on the
wind-induced wave spectrum, swell, and raill-induced roughness
spectrum, and by the foam coverage and its emissivity, This study
presents a simplified two-layel' emission model for foam-covered
watel' and the results of a controlled experiment to measure the
t'oam emissivity as a function of salinity, foam thickness, incidence
angle, and polarization, Experimental results are presented, and
then compared to the two-layel' t'oam emission model with the
measured toam parameters used as input model parameters, At
37 psu sait water the foam-induced emissivity inCl'ease is ",0,007
per milIimetel' of l'oam thic!mess (extrapolated to nadir), increasing with increasing incidence angles at vertical polarization,
and oecreasing with increasing incidence angles at hol'Ïzontal
po!arÏzation,

Index 1liJ'/lls-BI"ightness temperature, emission, t'oam, microwave radiometry, salinity, sea,

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE IMPROVEMENT of weather prediction, e.g., for natural catastrophes, recluires the knowledge of soil 1110isture (SM) and sea surface salinity (SSS) on a global scale. The
knowledge of the SSS distribution at a global scale with a 1110derate revisit time is important to climate predictions, since SSS
is a tracer of sea surface currents and an indicator of the difference between evaporation and precipitation (E-P). Water density is determined by temperature and sali nit y, and hence the
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thermo-haline circulation can also be monitored by SSS measurements. Salinity monitoring is useful to improve the quality
of the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) numerical model
predictions, as weil [1], [2].
At present, there are two planned space missions to measure
global sea surface salinity maps with 10-30-day revisit time:
the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) Earth Explorer
Opportunity mission l'rom the European Space Agency (ES A),
and the Aquarius Earth System Science Pathfinder (ESSP) mission from the National Aeronautics anc! Space Administration
(NASA), with launch dates in February 2007 and September
2008, respectively.
The SSS retrieval l'rom microwave radiometric measurements
is based on the fact that the dielectric constant of seawater is
a function of sali nity and temperature [3]. The sensitivity of
brightness temperature (TB) to SSS is maximum at low l11icrowave üequencies, and the optimum conditions for salinity
retrieval are found at L-bancl, where there is a protectec! banc! for
passive observations (1400-1427 MHz). However, even at this
frequency the sensitivity of TB to SSS is low: 0.5 K pel' psu for
a sea surface temperature (SST) of 20 oC, decreasing to 0.25 K
pel' psu for an SST of 0 oc. Since other variables influence the
TB signal (polarization, incidence angle, sea surface temperature, roughness and foam), unless they are properly accounted
for, the SSS determination will be erroneOllS.
During SMOS Phase A two field experill1ents named the
Wind and Salinity Experill1ent (WISE) were sponsored by the
ESA in the fall of 2000 and 200 l to better understand the wind
and sea state effects on the L-band brightness temperatures.
They consisted of acquiring long time series of TB l'rom an
oil rig in the northern Mediterranean Sea to relate it to the sea
surface rollghness (wind speed, significant wave height) and
the instantaneous foam coverage [4].
Several effects were not complete!y understood during the
WISE field experiments: the emissivity of foam and the impact
of rain and oil slicks on the 'lB variations. Under Spanish National funds, the Foam, Fain, Oil Slicks and OPS Reflectometry (FROO) field experiment was carried out at the Institut cie
Recerca i Tecnologia Agroalill1entàries CIRTA) facilities at the
Ebro River delta.
This work is organized into two well-defined parts. ln the
first one, a two-Iayer sea foam emission mode! at L-bancl is
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T, is the Foam layer physical temperature, the coefficient

Il

RJ) is the rel1ection coeftlcient of the foam layer medium with

p

the effective dielectric constant C N" and is given by

te

where

Region 0 (air)

li

y
(2)

p

where I[i is an attenuation factor that depends on the foam layer
thickness d, the electromagneticwavelength /\0, and the effective permittivity CNe,

o

Region 2 (waler)
Ew

\\

(3)
Fig. 1. Oeomclrical conljguration l'or thermal emission l'rom foam-covered
ocean. The foam layer is region 1 and is absorplive and scatlering. Region 2
is air bubbles cmbedded in sea \Valer and is absorplive (l'rom rS]; sec Fig. 3).

presented. In the second one, the FROG 2003 field experiment
is described, and the foam emissivity measurements at vertical
and horizontal polarizations are presented in a wide range of
water salinities from 0-37 psu. These measurements are then
compared to the model presented in the first part using the
measured foam parameters: bubble radii histograms, bubbles'
water coating thickness, derived bubbles' packing coefficient,
foam layer thickness, and the void fraction beneath the foam
layer.

In (2), R~l are the Fresnel rellection coefficients between the air
(region 0) ancl the l'oam (region 1)
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Region 2 consists of air bubbles embedded in the ocean bacleground and is assumed to be absorptive. To solve (1 )-(5), one
needs to define an effective permittivity for region 1, namely
CNe" and for region 2, namely Ew.

A. Brightness Temperature Modeling of the

Foam-Waler System

B. Effective Pennittivity ofSea Foam Formations at L-Band

Following Guo et al. [5], it is assumed that foam on the
ocean surface is composed of nearly spherical coatecl bubbles
describecl by an outer radius '/', made of an air core with permittivity C(J, sllrrollnded by a shell of sea water with thickiless
band permittivity C\V' The foam-covered ocean is moclelecl
by the succession of three media: the air (region 0), a fDiuH
layer defined as a region of effective permittivity cNo: with a
layer thickness cl (region 1), and the lInderlying seawater with
some air bubbles (region 2) with permittivity Ew (see Fig. 1).
Boundaries between each region are assumed l1at.
The brightness tempe rature of the foam-water system at incidence angle Oi and polarization li = h (horizontal) or v (vertical)
is then equal ta

The main parameter of the previous multilayer emissivity
model for fmun is tbe effective permittivity EN" of the foam
layer considerec1. To c1etlne tbis parameter, the well-known
Lorenz-Lorentz and van cle Hulst equations can be usec1 and
modifiecl for the polyclispersed system of bubbles. The tlrst
formula takes into account dipole interaction of bubbles in a
close-packed dispersecl system (the quasi-static approximation). The van clé Hulst equations describe the contribution of
the multipole moment of bubbles into the effective permittivity
of the system. Spectral calculations by Chemy ancl Raizer [7]
show that the fi.rst resonant electromagnetic elTects by van de
Hulst's mechanism occur for bubbles' radius (], ::::: /\0/'1. At
L-band (/\0 = 21 cm); this corresponds ta bubble diameters
on the orCIer of 10 cm. Such very large bubbles are extremely
rare at the sea surface and therefore, the multipole mechanism
may be neglected at L-band for which only the clipole term

(1)

"a
P

(4b)

and RJ,2 are the Fresnel rellection coeftlcients between fa<lll1
(region 1) and water (region 2)

II. SEA FOAhl ;]MISSIVITY MODELINO AT L-BAND

Foam and whitecaps belong ta the class of colloidal systems
that include two phases: atmospheric gases and sea water. In
the present worle, the foam layers at the ocean surface are modeled as a medium of clensely paCked sticky spherical air bubbles, coated with thin seawater coating, following the approach
of Guo et ar. [5]. The dipole approximation model developed by
Dombrovskiy ancl Raizer [6] is then usecl to clescribe the effective permittivity of the system.
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may be considered. In the present work, we use the dipole approximation mode! developecl by Dombrovskiy and Raizer 161
to describe the cffective permillivity of the system. Il involves
the use of a modification of the Lorenz-Lorentz equation and
yields the following simple formula for the complex effective
pennitlivity ENnof a foam layer [6], ITI:

"nt
ith

1 -1- ~7r N . o{r)

er

,,y

l -17rN. n{r)

(6)

!

where
(7)

and N is the volumetric concentration of the bubbles, n:('r) is the
complex polarizability of a single bubble with external radius 'l',
N. is the so-called packing coefficient or stickiness parallleter,
and Jl J CI') is the normalized probability distribution function of
the bubbles' size. In natural media such as foam, the densely
paclœd particles can have adhesive forces that make them adhere
to form aggregates. This e[fect is accounted for in the model by
the stickiness parallleter h;, which is inversely proportional to
the strength of the attractive forces between bubbles [8].
According to Dombrovskiy and Raizer [6], the complex polarizability depends on the external radius of the bubbles 'l', the
complex permittivity of the shell medium (salt water) Ew, and
the bubbles' filling factor q = 1- 6/1' following

Fig. 2.

Location

or the WISE ancl FROO lielcl expcriments.

(aged [oam). Numerous observations of oecanic bubble size distributions are reported in the literature based on acoustic, photographic, optical, anc! holographic methods [1 1]. Currently, it is
not clear how to parameterize the ocean surface bubble size distribution. Following Bordonskiy et al. [12] and Dombrovskskiy
and Raizer [6], we used a'T distribution for the size distribution
function of the bubbles

(9)
where A and B are parameters of the distribution with '/'1' =
being the !11ost probable radius.
Finally, to ca\culate Ew, a simple physical model based on induced c!ipoles is used. Let Es", denote the permittivity of the seawater (see [13] for Es", at L-band), anc! fn the fractional volume
occupied by the air bubbles. Then, the effective permiltivity Ew
is given by the Maxwell-Garnett mixing formula [5]
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Since the bubble size distribution depends on the vertical position within the foam layer, the effective pennittivity depends
on the vertical position as weil: ENu = ENo:(;;). In the simplest case, the foam-water system may be modeled as a succession of elementary foam layers, each of them having a homogeneous effective dielectric constant. However, the exact dependence of such fUl1ction with vertical position, which de pends
on the vertical distribution of the bubbles' size, is very poorly
known. It is very like!y that the vertical distribution of the bubbles' size p.rCr, ;;) is a function of the intensity and sc ale of the
underlying breaking event. Moreover it will certainly strongly
evolve during a transient breaking evenl. Nevertheless, in order
to keep a tractable number of parameters in the presel1t model,
we choose to consider a uniform vertical distribution of bubbles'
sizes ]lfC",;;) = JJfCr) within the foam layer.
The foam void fraction (i.e., the ratio of the volume of air to
the total volume of the foam) depends on the distribution of the
bubbles' filling factor q. Therefore, the distribution of bubbles
radii p./'Cr) together with the distribution of coating thicknesses
f (6) determine the foam layer void fraction. In the present simplified model, we fixed the value of the shell thickness b, but
the outer bubble radius T is a ranclom variable. According to
Dombrovskiy [9], this approximation reflects an experimentally
establishec! fact for an emulsion layer of foam (young foam),
but it requires verification for a foam with honeycomb structure

Ew

= Esw

1 -1- 2f"y
l - j'nY
'1

(l0)

where

Y=

1. - Esw
1. -1- 2Esw

(lI)

Note that the effective permittivity Ew here c!oes not include
scatlering extinction, which is small due to the fact that the seawater is heavily absorptive. According to our simplillec! emissivity !11odel for [mlln, the brightness temperature induced by a
sea foam layer is a function of

TB

= function(O.,, ./',p,T,,, 'l'Ill b, li;, d, fn, SSS, SST)

(12)

where (Ji is the rac\iometer incidence angle, f the electromagnetic frequency, p is the polarization, T" is the foam physical
temperature, TT' is the most probable radius, 6 is the bubbles'
water coating thickness, li; is the bubbles' packing coefficient
(same as stickiness parameter), cl is the l'oam layer thickness,
fa is the void fraction beneath the l'oam layer, and finally, SSS
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Pool filled with \Vater during a foam emissivity measurement
incidence angle scan. (b) Detail of the air diffusers used to gencrate foam.

1)

and SST are the sea surface salinity and temperature, respective!y, Ali these parameters are either known (Oi, j', li) or measurecl (TH, '/'J!' li, cl, fa., SST, SSS), except the packing coeff1cient
(h:) that will be derived by minimizing the rms error between
the FROO 2003 measurements and lhc lheoretical mode! (see
Scction III-B).
TIl, SEA FOAM EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS AT L-BAND

A, FROC 2003 Field Experilllellf Description

Thc FROO 2003 cxpcrimenl was sponsorccl by lhe Spanish
Oovernmcnt 10 detcrmine thc emission of these factors. The
controlled cxpcrimcnt was performcd at the facililics of thc 1nstilllt de Rccerca cn Tècniqucs Agropecllitries CIRTA) at Poble
Nou dcl Dclla, in lhc Ebro Rivcr mouth (Fig. 2).
The L-banc1 Automatic Rac1iometer (LAURA) radiomeler [4]
was mountcd on onc sidc of a 3 m x 7 m pool fillcd with a mixture of sea watcr and frcsh water l'rom the Ebro River. The river
watcr was mixcd with the sea waler 10 adjusl lhc salinily ovcr
thc range l'rom 0-37 psu [Fig. 3(a)], A melallic net was mounted
around the pool, and at the edges the net was inclinecl45° to reHect lhe sky radiation, avoicling contamination of the measurements l'rom ground racliation collecled through thc scconclary

h)

Fig. 4. Suite of instruments dcployed to acquire ancillary data. (a) Six subsurface temperature sensors. (b) Metal bars of the instantaneous surface level
sensor. (c) and (d) Array of 16 gold electrodes of the air fraction measurement
systcm. (e) Periscope \Vith vidco camera to acquire vertical l'oam profiles.
(1') lnfrarecl radio!1leter to measure surface cmission with l'OHm. (g) Video
camera to clcrive surface foam coveragc [as in (h)[.

lobes of the antenna, and cnlarging the raclio-eleclric horizon.
The measurcmcnl slralcgy consistee! of performing incidence
angle scans l'rom 25° to 55 0 , in 5° sleps, and measuring lhe surfacc's emissivity wilh the foam gencrators off, on, ancl finally
off again at each incidence angle, Ali measllremenls were pcrformccl ancr Sllnset to avoid sllnconlamination, andlhe pool was
orientecl to the north which minimizecl the Oalaclic backgrouncl
noise, Foam was createcl by a network of 104 air c1iffusers placecl
at the bottolTl of the pool, and conncclecl to an acljustable air
pump with a maximum air flow of 500 m 3 /h [Fig. 3(b)].
A series of instrumenls was cleployecllo acquire ancillary clala
to be usecl as inputs to theoretical moclcls as follows:
• six temperature scnsors locatecl below the water surface
[Fig, 4(a)];
two metallic bars usecl in a condllctivity-basecl inslanlaneous surhlce level scnsor [Fig. 4(b)J;

c
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c)

f)

i)
Fig. 5. Foam vertical profiles at di l'l'ercnt salinities (seale in ccntimetcrs). (a) () psu, (b) 5 psu, (c) 10 psu, (d) 15 psu, (e) 20 psu, (f) 25 psu,(g) 30 psu, (h) 37 psu,
and (i) horizontal view of natural sea surface bubbles (photograpl) l'rom Gran Canaria island, SSS33.8 psu, rel'erence size = 0.50 Euro com).

• array of 16 golc1 eleclrodes [Fig. 4(c)] of a conductivilybasec1 subsurface voie! fraction profîler [Fig. 4(d)];
• uttrale video camera wilh a large angular lens mounlec1 on
a periscope to acquire foam vertical profiles [Fig. 4(e)];
• CIMEL CE 312 four-bane! lhermal-inl'rarecl rae!iomeler:
8-13, 11.5-/2.5, 10.5-11.5, ane! 8.2-9.2 l/,Ill [Fig. 4(0],
l'rom the Universitat de València;
• Sony SSC-DC393 video camera and zoom [Fig. 4(g)]
10 match the field of view to the radiometer' s anlenna
beam [Fig. 4(h)], usecl to derive the water surface's l'oam
coverage;
• porlable meteorological station usee! to measure air temperalure, pressure and relative humiclity, and wincl speee!
ane! direction.
))

Il
L-J. ___________~
j

B. Radiometrie Measure/llents
Foam-Free Measurements: The fîrsl measuremenls consisted of measuring lhe emissivily of the flal waler surface at
clifferent salinily levels

=1 -

(0 , E.(
, ,/' , SSS , SST)).
.
(13)
Down-welling radiation ane! finite beamwic\lh effecls were
correclec\. As expected, the brighlness temperalures (or alternatively emissivilies) decrease with increasing salinily levels, in
agreement with the lheory using lhe Klein-Swift dieleclric constant model [9].1
,Wat.el'( .
/' ,0' SSS ,~
SST)
cp

rF'l',,-,ncl
p

IThe goodness of the agrcement bctween the moclelcd Tu ancl the measured
~().12 K. Salinity retrievals using measurcd Tu cxhibit a 0.26 psu bias
for the SSS l'rom 0-37 psu, and SST l'rom 14 oC to 20 oc.

1'/1 is
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a)
SSS: a psu. mean f p: a0211m, medlan f p: 78911m,

c)
Fig. 6.

Delail of foam and bubbles verlical profiles. (a) Fresh \Vatel' and (b) 15 psu. Corresponding bubble radius histograms. (c) Fresh waler: mean radius

=

80211.111, median radius = 789/1.111 and (d) 15 psu (mean radius = 437 Ilm, median radius = 423 J1m).

Foam Mcasurclllcnfs: As explained in Section II, in addition
to the foam surface coverage needed to estimate the foam emissivity from the measurements, modeling foam emission requires
the knowledge of: 1) the fmuu layer thickness; 2) the bllbbles'
radii distribution; 3) the bubbles' water coating thickness; 4) the
stickiness parameter; and 5) the air fraction beneath the [oam
layer, as follows.

• The foam layer thickness was measurecl by the vicleo
camera mountecl on the periscope. For the same air f10w
rate the foam thickness is very small for Fresh water
(Iower surface tension) and increases with increasing
salinity (higher surface tension). Fig. 5 presents ni ne
vertical profîles corresponcling to nine clifferent salinities
l'rom 0-37 psu. Alltomatecl image processing was llsecl
to cletermine the mean thickness of each photogram in a
systemalic manner.
• The estimation of the bubbles' radii clistribution requirecl
the recognition of isolated bubbles, ancl fîncling the equivaIent spherical bubble. Fresh water bubbles are lar'ger,
ancl their shape is less spherical than salt y water bllbbles.
The measurecl mean raclii are: ~0.80 mm for fresh water
bubbles [Fig. 6(a) ancl 6(c)], ~0.63 mm at 5 psu, ancl
nearly constant ancl approximately equal to ~0.44 mm
above 10 psu [Fig. 6(b) ancl6(d)J.

In orcier to check the gooclness of the artifîcially generatecl fmul1 as comparecl to natural foam encountered over
the sea aner a wave splash, 80 photographs of the sea
surface (SSS ~ 33.8 psu) were acquirecl in the coasts
of the Gran Canaria islancl al'ter wave breaking. A top
view is shown Fig. 7(a), with its corresponcling histogram
[Fig. 7(b)]. This is representative of the whole volume,
since the foam containecl only one layer of bubbles. 2 The
most noticeable fealures of the histogram are that the average radius is ~0.60 mm, as compared to ~0.40 mm
for the artificially generated bubbles (Fig. 6), and that the
histogram is less symmetric around the mean value, with
a much longer tail, which corresponds to Im'ger bubbles
formed l'rom combinations of smaller ones. The best fît
by a gamma function bubble radii pelf' is also shown in
Fig. 7(c), showing that the mcasurccl histogram is more
peaky and narrower them the gamma pdf.
• Bubbles' coating thickness measurecl from zooms of the
vertical profiles (e.g., Figs. 6 and 7) are in the 10-20-/l,m
range. However, this is not a critical parameter, since the
foeun emissivity, as preclictecl by the theoreticalmodel explain in Section Il, shows little variation with il.
20lher experimenls [1 (rI have shown lhe agreemenl belween lhe bubble sizc
hislogram of arlificially gencralecl sca foam anclnalural sea l'Dam.
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TABLE 1
ESTIMAI'ED PACKINO COEFFICIENT l" MINIMIZINO THE RMS ERROR BETIVEEN
THE FROG 2003 MEASUREMENTS AND THE THEORETICAL MODEl

SSS

Optillluill K (H-pol)

Oplillluill K (V-pol)

Average K
of H· and V-pol

5
10
15
20
25
30
34

0.14
0.'10
0.'13
0.13
0.17
0.17
0.21

0.03
0.04
0.11
0.12
0.15
0.15
0.17

0.08
0.07
0.'12
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.19

• The bubbles' packing coefflcient or stickiness parame ter
plays a very important role in the foam emission. However, since no direct means has been found to measure it,
the approach followecl has been its determination by minimizing the l'ms error between the moclel ancl the measurements. Table 1 shows the clifferent values of h~ founcl
for clifferent salinities ancl polarizations. Above 10 psu the
values at both polarizations are very close, as expectecl, but
for low salinities they are significantly clifferent, which is
not unclerstoocl, although it may be attributecl to the more
flattenecl shape that the large bubbles have at low salinities, as comparecl to high salinities. ln the thircl co[umn the
L

iSOOiJ

= 781 Ilm, mosl probable

optimum Il. values are chosen to minimize the overall l'ms
error at both polarizations.
• The void fraction beneath the faLun layer is also a critical
parameter. Ils cletermination From video imagery is subject
to large uncertainties clue to the clepth of the fielcl of view
(~I cm). To avoicl this problem, the relative conductivity
between foam ancl the air-water mixture below ancl water
was measurecl. Curtayne's equatian [14]
(14)

relates the ratio of the foam ancl water conductivities to the
liquicl fraction (fit, The void fraction beneath the foam layer
fu can then be c\eterminecl as
(lS)

Fig. 8 shows two lime series of the evolution of fa. for each
of the 16 golcl electrocles. Fig. 9 shows the corresponc\ing average ancl stanclarcl cleviations of fu. of each electrocle. From
these plots, c\erivecl l'rom measurements acC]uired with the same
air f1ow, it can be appreciatecl that far fresh water .la is ~ [S% to
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electrodes).
Pig.8.

o psu

20% beneath the [oam layer, increasing sharply just below the
water surface, while for salt y water, fit is l11uch lower, ~S%,
and the foam layer is thicker,
Fig. 10 shows a typical fmlll1 emissivity l11easurement corresponding to a salinity of 33.21 psu. Radiometers' raw clata (m V)
are shown at H- (lower plot) and V- (upper plot) polariza'tions,
ancl inciclence angle (l'rom 25° to 55°, lower panel) as a funclion of the time [Fig, lO(a)], The L-band surface emissivity is
plotted at H- (lower plots) ancl V - (upper plots) polarizations of
the foam-free surface (clottecl line) ancl with 1'0 a 111 (solicl line).
The foam coverage as a funelion of the incidence angle is shown
in green in Fig, IO(b). The average foam coverage for aIl incidence angles is 86.4%.
The foam emissivity can be clerivecl Ü'OI11 (16)

Total(o) =

eh}v

F,

eFOalll(O)
. . li ,v

-1- [1 - FJ . e"'h,v
Wat.el·(O)

(16)

0

1

50
Alr·Waler ratio (%]

100

50
Air·Water ratio 1%)

100

Fig. 9. Air-water l'l'action U,,) mean value ancl standard deviation 01'
instantaneous values (uf" divided by 10) l'or every clcctrode at SSS
0 tn
37 psu. Each parallel gold clectrode (3 mm x 4 mm, total 16 e1eclrodes) is
separatecl by 2 mm l'rom the adjacent c1cctroclc (vertical scale equals 8 cm).
Element number 16 is locatccl ab ove the surface, ancl hence the air-water ratio
is 100%.

=

where F is the foam fraction coverage (in the sea it is cletermined by the wind, the air-sea instability, the feteh, the salinity
etc., [15]) From which the variation with respect to the nat surj~lce can be derivecl

A.,

Deh,\'

(0)= Cil,v
.,Foalll(f1)_ ,Wl1ter(fl)=
Lh,v
{7

{7

{7

e To 1.11 1(0)
'Ii,v

_ ('Water(o)
li' 'il,v

.
( 17)

Fig, 1 1(a)-(h) shows the intercomparison of the FROG ll1easurell1ents of e WaLer (dotted line) and eFOillIl (solid lines with
circIes) scaled to 100% coverage (16), and the theoretical
values computed using the model describecl in Section II with
the ll1easurecl foam parameters as inputs (solicl lines with triangles), The values of the stickiness parameter usecl are the
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wi~ilOU; foam.

optimum ones found at each sali nit y, which in general increases with SSS as the bubbles are more densely packed, as
shown in Table I. The l'ms error between the measured data
and the theoretical foam emissivity model is calculated and
shown in each figure ((J' "'h,,,) and varies l'rom 0.008 to 0.017
at H-polarization, and l'rom 0.011 to 0.033 at Y'polarization.
In general the agreement is much better at H-polarization th an
at Y'polarization. At Y -polarization, the measured values show
a larger variation with incidence angle than the model predictions, which requires further analysis and refinement of the
mode!. At H-polarization the agreement is excellent, except at
low salinities, where there is a bias between the measured and
preclictecl emissivites at ail incidence angles.
As shown by Guo et al. [5, Figs. 6~8], the presence of foam increases the brightness temperature (emissivity) almost linearly
with foam thickness until it saturates. 3 Finally, Fig. 12 shows the
measured 6eh,,,(f)) values normalizecl to the foam thickness as
a function of the salinity at H- and Y -polarizations. The oscillations in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) at low salinity leve1s are due
to the small values of the foam thickness, which are clifficult to
measure [e.g., Fig. s(a)]. Fig. 12(c) and (d) shows the smoothecl
values.
As founcl during the WISE measurements [16], ·at L-band
the foam emissivity increase is Im'ger at Y -pohu'ization than at
H-polarization, and it increases with inciclence angle at Y -polarization, while it clecreases at H-pohu·ization. In order to get the
same foum brightness temperature increase as in WISE [161, the
effective foam thickness (assumed to be the same for ail foam
patches regardless of the type of foam) should be approximately
8 mm.
3Brightness tcmperature saturation depends 011 bubble sizc and frequcncy. At
37 GHz ittakes place l'or l'oamthickness around 4-8 cm, and at 19 GHz around
16-22 cm [5, Fig. 6]. No numerical simulations have been reported at L-band,
but thc saturation thickness must be much larger. lndeed, in the FROG 2003
Illcasurements, the cmissivity increasc is very modcst, which suggcsts that the
thickness or the generated t'oam is far away l'rom the saturation thickncss.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The presence of foam increases the emitted brightness
temperature, since it acts as a transition layer that aclapts the
wave impedance of the two media: water ancl air. The increase
depends on the fraction of the sea surface coverecl by foam
F(U10 ), which is usually parameterizedin tenllS of the wincl
speed, but it clepends on other factors, such as lile air~sea
temperature difference, the sea surface temperature, the fetch,
etc. [15]

,Total(o) -el'

F(U10 ). "
oFoitm ,1. [1 - F(U )]. eSea
p'
10
'1'

-- el'Sca
--

+ F(U10 ). [e'1'Foam _ ePSea]

"e'1'Foa7n .
"L F(UHl ). w.
e Sca.
p

(18)

The FROG 2003 experiment has provicled the first reportecl
L-band emissivity measurements of artificially generated foam
on a salt sea water surface over a wide range of incidence angles and salinities at both polarizations. The ancillary clata acquired (foam thickness, air~water fraction, bubble size distribution and water coat thickness) have been usecl as inputs of
a simple two-Iayer theoretical mocle!. The intercomparison of
model outputs with the measured emissivities has allowed the
retrieval of the packing coeHicient, which is approximately h; =
0.112 for ail salinities, and,,; = 0.19 at888 = :34 psu. At Y-pol
the model and the measurements tend to disagree at higher salinities, and at H-pol at lower salinities. From 6~34 psu, the agreement is very good. In addition, the contribution of errors in the
estimation of the foam emissivity to the error of the sea surface emission are altenuated by a factor equal to the sea surface
foam coverage (~ 1% at 15 mis). The results obtained in FROG
2003, and the t'oam emissivity and coverage clerived from WISE
2001 measurements, indicate that an effective foam thickness of
~8 mm may be appropriate to moclel in a simple way the foam
contribution to sea surface emission.
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